Limitations of Science

Science is an invention of the human mind. It is a collection of information we accept about the world and universe we live in. Originally based on empirical data, it has now come to include theoretical Science, together with its assumptions, bias and naturalistic worldview.

Creation and Evolution, are they Scientific?

Origin models are based on eye-witness accounts. Evolution did not have an eye-witness account, it is theorised. God was present and gave revelation to His spokesmen, the prophets. It is impossible for God to lie. The Bible records six literal days of Creation Week. During that time God created and made the plants, animals and all other living creatures. The Hebrew words, Bara and Asah refer to the creation and making of those life forms respectively. Barachay is the creation of the three distinct life forms: plants & fungi; animals; and humans. Asahmin refers to the plant and animal kinds, which have parameters around their population groupings.

Plants and Animals

Plants are the basic life forms, being chemistry and physics in action. They do not contain the breath of life. Animals have the same chemistry as plants, but also have instinct, memory, personalities, and other metaphysical abilities. Animals were originally created vegetarian, but some became carnivore after the Fall.

Humans

Humans were made in the likeness of God, but created distinct from plants and animals. Humans have a range of unique traits. Whereas animals have personalities, humans have: personalities and character (virtue); spirituality, awareness of God; awareness of past, present and future; governance of the planet; responsibility to maintain the planet, and with this comes accountability; communication goes beyond noise and physical contact, we are abstract, oral and literacy inventors; we care for the health of ourselves and each other, seeking reconciliation and forgiveness when wrongs are made; awareness and ability to convert time and actions into currency.

The Bible says we will give an account for every thought, word and action we do. But if we put our trust in Jesus, He will be our advocate and our sins will have been washed away.

CONCLUSION: Creation was recent, not billions of years ago. We were made by God for God. He is the reason we have life and it is to Him we will one day return. He desires us and wants us to be with Him forever. Everything we do in this life will be tested.